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We’re excited to introduce you to the always 

interesting and insightful London Miller. We hope 

you’ll enjoy our conversation with London below.

Alright, London thanks for taking the
time to share your stories and insights
with us today. Let’s start with the story of
your mission. What should we know?

I started from being inspired by others to start my 

own business. I fought to prove I can do anything. 

And with me having adhd it was hard but not 

impossible

 



 



 



London, love having you share your
insights with us. Before we ask you more
questions, maybe you can take a moment
to introduce yourself to our readers who
might have missed our earlier
conversations?

My name is London I am 12 and I started my 

business when I was 9. I saw kids at a young 

entrepreneur event and I thought about starting a 

business of my own. The name of my business is 

Londonade. I sell lemonade of different flavors. I 

think that my purpose makes me different from 

others. I strive to motivate and inspire others. I’m 

happy that I got this far especially since I have adhd 

bc it was hard for me. I want more people to know my 



purpose and my story.

We’d love to hear a story of resilience from
your journey.

When I was diagnosed with adhd I was seen 

differently. For example, I was going to be kicked off 

the cheer squad because they didn’t believe I could 

strive. I proved them wrong. I started a Business, 

Wrote a book, and now I have a song. I’ve pushed 

through the negative energy and made the best out 

of the bad times. This illustrates my resilience.

   

Can you tell us about a time you’ve had to
pivot?

When I get to meet very important people at the even 

i go to, I find it very rewarding. It’s an experience that 

most don’t get to have, I can’t exactly name a 

specific time because I have a lot of times when I felt 

accomplished. It’s a life changing experience that 

doesn’t happen every day.

Contact Info:

Website: Mylondonade.com

Instagram: Mylondonade

Facebook: Londonade

Youtube: Mylondonade

Other: TikTok: mylondonade

Suggest a Story: CanvasRebel is built on

recommendations from the community; it’s how we



uncover hidden gems, so if you or someone you

know deserves recognition please let us know here.
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